Logistics Response Assistance Team (LRAT)

**Description:** The Logistics response Assistance team (LRAT) is an ASPR/OEM Logistics personnel augmentation team/resource that is responsible for providing and performing a variety of logistics response services to NDMS elements or response teams.

**Accessing the Capability:** The Logistics Operations Branch exercises coordinated tasking authority of LRAT resources and NDMS Medical Team Logistics resources (in coordination with the Division Director of Logistics). LRAT deployment may occur in support of a response, event or to support logistics operations during demobilization and steady state operations.

**Average Time to Respond:** 12 hours

**Past Customers or Events when capability was deployed:** Hurricane Sandy 2012; President’s Inauguration Day 2013; Oklahoma City Tornadoes (Moore) 2013.

**Contact Agency or Subject Matter Expert:** LOGOPS@ees.hhs.gov

**Additional Information:** Services provided by the LRAT include but are not limited to pharmacy, supply management, telecommunication, information technology, security and facilities management support. The LRAT also performs property management and maintenance functions nationally in support of ASPR federal caches and provides logistics personnel staffing to support the below teams and elements:

- EMG Logistics
- Incident Response Coordination Team (IRCT) or Advance Element (IRCT-A)
- Federal Medical Station (FMS)
- Patient Movement Operations
- Deployable Portable Morgue Unit (DPMU)
- Family Assistance Center Team (FACT)
- National Veterinary Response Team (NVRT)
- Mobilization Center (MOBCTR)
- International Medical Surgical Response Team (IMSURT)
- Mobile Acute Care Task Force (MAC TF)
- Other ESF #8 specialized teams as tasked when deployed under ASPR/OEM under activation or training

Command and control of the LRAT is exercised through the Division Director of Logistics to the LRAT Commander for personnel management, pay, activation, and training. ASPR/OEM Logistics will exercise coordinated tasking authority of the LRAT for mission assignment, logistics tasking, and credentialing. The LRAT Commander is responsible for submitting readiness rosters in the Resource Management System (RMS) for immediate access by EMGOPS and EMGLOG depicting personnel available to deploy monthly. Additionally the LRAT will submit a copy of the roster to the Logistics Operations Branch at the address of LOGOPS@ees.hhs.gov.
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